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A Balzac Bibliography - William Hobart Royce
2013-10
This is a new release of the original 1929
edition.
How to Read a Book - Mortimer J. Adler
2011-05-10
With half a million copies in print, How to Read
a Book is the best and most successful guide to
reading comprehension for the general reader,
completely rewritten and updated with new
material. A CNN Book of the Week: “Explains
not just why we should read books, but how we
should read them. It's masterfully done.”
–Farheed Zakaria Originally published in 1940,
this book is a rare phenomenon, a living classic
that introduces and elucidates the various levels
of reading and how to achieve them—from
elementary reading, through systematic
skimming and inspectional reading, to speed
reading. Readers will learn when and how to
“judge a book by its cover,” and also how to Xray it, read critically, and extract the author’s
message from the text. Also included is
instruction in the different techniques that work
best for reading particular genres, such as
practical books, imaginative literature, plays,
poetry, history, science and mathematics,
philosophy and social science works. Finally, the
authors offer a recommended reading list and
supply reading tests you can use measure your
own progress in reading skills, comprehension,
and speed.
The Old Folks' Party - Edward Bellamy
2020-03-16
"The Old Folks' Party" by Edward Bellamy.
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Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a
wide range of titles that encompasses every
genre. From well-known classics & literary
fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet
undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue
the books that need to be read. Each Good Press
edition has been meticulously edited and
formatted to boost readability for all e-readers
and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that
are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a
high-quality digital format.
Sovereignty over the Paracel and Spratly Islands
- Monique Chemillier-Gendreau 2021-10-18
This exceptional volume deals with the hotly
contested legal status of the Paracels and the
Spratlys, two inhospitable archipelagos located
in the South China Sea, sovereignty over which
is disputed by several states. The author
investigates the contribution which international
law can make towards determining the rights of
all parties involved. In order to do so she goes
back into history to find out at each stage what
the actual situation was and what its legal
significance was in terms of the legal categories
of the time. The originality of this work,
compared to others already published on this
topic, lies in its analysis of the valuable French
archives. Not only these archives, but also
existing legal writings have served as a basis for
the investigation into the status of the
archipelagos. The book sheds new and
significant light on this important question.
The Arrival of Kitty - Anonymous 2019-03-15
This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important, and is part of the
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knowledge base of civilization as we know it.
This work was reproduced from the original
artifact, and remains as true to the original work
as possible. Therefore, you will see the original
copyright references, library stamps (as most of
these works have been housed in our most
important libraries around the world), and other
notations in the work. This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and
possibly other nations. Within the United States,
you may freely copy and distribute this work, as
no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. As a
reproduction of a historical artifact, this work
may contain missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe,
and we concur, that this work is important
enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.
Preparation for the Final Crisis - Fernando
Chaij 1966-02-01
Analytical Psychology - William McGuire
2013-08-21
Based on the Tavistock Lectures of 1930, one of
Jung's most accessible introductions to his work.
One-Bowl Meals - Maria Zizka 2021-04-27
A versatile and tasty approach to creating a
complete meal, One-Bowl Meals features 30
compositions made from a variety of bases and
mix-and-match component toppings, offering
endless possibility and inspiration.
The Black Books (Slipcased Edition) (Vol.
Seven-Volume Set) - C. G. Jung 2020-10-13
Until now, the single most important
unpublished work by C.G. Jung—The Black
Books. In 1913, C.G. Jung started a unique selfexperiment that he called his “confrontation with
the unconscious”: an engagement with his
fantasies in a waking state, which he charted in
a series of notebooks referred to as The Black
Books. These intimate writings shed light on the
further elaboration of Jung’s personal cosmology
and his attempts to embody insights from his
self- investigation into his life and personal
relationships. The Red Book drew on material
recorded from 1913 to 1916, but Jung actively
kept the notebooks for many more decades.
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Presented in a magnificent, seven-volume boxed
collection featuring a revelatory essay by noted
Jung scholar Sonu Shamdasani—illuminated by a
selection of Jung’s vibrant visual works—and
both translated and facsimile versions of each
notebook, The Black Books offer a unique portal
into Jung’s mind and the origins of analytical
psychology.
Collected Works of C.G. Jung, Volume 13 - C.
G. Jung 1953
Five long essays that trace Jung's developing
interest in alchemy from 1929 onward. An
introduction and supplement to his major works
on the subject, illustrated with 42 patients'
drawings and paintings.
CHRONICLE OF THE TWENTY-FOUR
GENERALS OF THE ORDER OF FRIARS
MINOR - ARNALD OF SARRANT 2013-09-26
The history of the Order of Friars Minor during
the first one and a half centuries of its existence
is maybe the most studied period of the 800
years of Franciscan presence in the Church. The
publication of the Sources for the lives of Saint
Francis and Saint Clare of Assisi in all the main
European languages has been of considerable
help to spread the historical knowledge
regarding Francis of Assisi and his movement
and make it available to the average reader.
Among these Sources, the Chronica XXIV
Ministrorum Generalium Ordinis fratrum
Minorum by Arnald of Sarrant merits particular
attention. It tells the story of the Franciscan
Order from the time of Saint Francis till the
beginning of the Western Schism in 1378, and
therefore contains valuable information
regarding the initial period of Franciscan
history. Unfortunately it is not easily available in
translation because of its voluminous nature. In
fact, it covers a total of 712 pages of the third
volume of Analecta Franciscana, published by
the Franciscan editors of Quaracchi in 1897. Our
aim has been that of embarking on the arduous
task of translating this voluminous work of
history into English from the original Latin. This
translation is the fruit of three years of work,
and we are now happy to present it to the
general public. Because of its voluminous nature
we intend to divide it into 5 sections, four of
which cover the 575 pages of text and one the
appendixes. The whole 575 page Chronicle is
here available in 4 sections covering respectively
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the following historical periods: (1) Saint Francis
and the early Franciscan fraternity; (2) The
Generals from brother Elias as vicar (1227) to
Saint Bonaventure (1274); (3) The Generals from
Jerome of Ascoli (1274) to Michael of Cesena
(1328); (4) The Generals from Gerard Eudes
(1329) to Leonard of Giffoni (1378). A last
section will be the translation of the appendixes.
The translation is enriched by footnotes and
explanations on the various historical events
narrated and on the personages of the
Chronicle. Our aim has been simply that of
providing a readable translation, without
pretending to be scholars of mediaeval Latin. We
hope that the service we are offering at such an
enormous cost of time and personal effort will be
of benefit both to students of Franciscan history
as well as to those who are qualified to correct
its inaccuracies, and who we gratefully thank for
their eventual advice and corrections
Index; 1915 - University of Massachusetts at
Amherst 2021-09-09
This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it. This work is in
the public domain in the United States of
America, and possibly other nations. Within the
United States, you may freely copy and
distribute this work, as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the body of the
work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this
work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the
public. To ensure a quality reading experience,
this work has been proofread and republished
using a format that seamlessly blends the
original graphical elements with text in an easyto-read typeface. We appreciate your support of
the preservation process, and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
Avian Genetics - F. Cooke 2013-09-24
Avian Genetics: A Population and Ecological
Approach is a collection of papers that deals
with the study of birds in relation to the
synthetic theory of evolution. This book studies
the ecology, demography, behavior, and
geographical distribution of birds; the text also
discusses quantitative, chromosomal,
biochemical, and population genetics. Part I
reviews the various genetic interactions,
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including an analysis of DNA sequence variation.
The different and newer techniques are
compared such as the works of Sibley, Quinn,
and White. Part II describes the molding genetic
variation and covers topics such as inbreeding;
gene flow and the genetic structure of
populations; non-random mating; and the
process of selection in natural populations of
birds. Part III covers actual genetic case
histories, including quantitative ecological
genetics of great tits; genetic evolution of house
sparrows; and presentation of evidence for
sexual selection by female choice in the Arctic
Skua. This book also presents future research in
subjects such as the neutrality-selection
controversy or genetics and conservation. This
text can be beneficial for ecologists,
ornithologists, animal conservationists, and
population biologists studying birds.
Listen to Your Body - Lise Bourbeau 1998
This book was written for those who have made
a conscious decision to improve the quality of
their lives and have decided to take control. The
author provides the tools and the guidelines
necessary for step by step personal development
in every area of life. Based on the concept of
Whole Mind Integration, the book is presented in
five parts. Excercises at the end of each chapter
provide the opportunity for guided practical
application of the concepts presented.
Second Triennial Report - Harvard College
(1780- ). Class of 1858 1864
The Gnostic Jung - C.G. Jung 2013-11-19
Gnosticism was for C.G. jung the chief
prefiguration of his analytical psychology. In this
volume Robert Segal, an authority on theories of
myth and Gnosticism, has searched the Jungian
corpus for Jung's main discussions of this
ancient form of spirituality. The progression in
Gnosticism from sheer bodily existence to the
release of the immaterial spark imprisoned in
the body - and the reunion of that spark with the
godhead - represents for Jung the psychological
progression from ego consciousness to the ego's
rediscovery of the unconscious, and the ego's
integration with the unconscious to forge the
self. Included in this volume are both Jung's sole
work devoted entirely to Gnosticism, "Gnostic
Symbols of the Self," and his own Gnostic myth,
"Seven Sermons to the Dead." The book also
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contains key essays by Father Victor White and
Gilles Quispel, whose "C.G. Jung und die Gnosis"
is here translated for the first time. In his
extensive introduction Segal discusses the
parallel for Jung between ancient Gnostic and
contemporary Jungian patients, the Jungian
meaning of Gnostic myths and of the Seven
Sermons, Jung's possible misinterpretation of
Gnosticism, and the common characterization of
Jung himself as a Gnostic.
Modesty - Clifton Fahie Jr 2021-10-15
Prepare to enter a world where a nation so great
is finally tested as if jackals and lions collide.
Will Valkar be a jackal or a lion?
To Whom This May Come - Edward Bellamy
2014-09-01
In this imaginative short story, author Edward
Bellamy brings together two themes that run
through many of his works -- telepathy and
utopian society. After a shipwreck, the narrator
finds himself stranded on a remote island
populated by a tribe blessed with the ability to
read minds. This unique skill has alleviated
many of the problems and anxieties that plague
modern life in the rest of the world, such as
dishonesty, crime and even misread romantic
signals.
The Acharnians - Aristophanes 1887
Pidgins, Creoles and Mixed Languages - Viveka
Velupillai 2015-04-15
This lucid and theory-neutral introduction to the
study of pidgins, creoles and mixed languages
covers both theoretical and empirical issues
pertinent to the field of contact linguistics. Part I
presents the theoretical background, with
chapters devoted to the definition of terms, the
sociohistorical settings, theories on the genesis
of pidgins and creoles, as well as discussions on
language variation and the sociology of
language. Part II empirically tests assumptions
made about the linguistic characteristics of
pidgins and creoles by systematically comparing
them with other natural languages in all
linguistic domains. This is the first introduction
that consistently applies the findings of the Atlas
of Pidgin and Creole Language Structures and
systematically includes extended pidgins and
mixed languages in the discussion of each
linguistic feature. The book is designed for
students of courses with a focus on pidgins,
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creoles and mixed languages, as well as
typologically oriented courses on contact
linguistics.
The Vanlife Companion - Lonely Planet
2018-11-01
Hit the open road with this practical and
inspiring guide. In the first half, you'll discover
how to choose and customise your perfect van,
and get it fitted for sleeping, cooking and
storage. In part two, we'll tell you how to stay
safe, save money and park legally, then share
the best road trips around the world, complete
with itineraries.
Le Pitture Di Bologna - Carlo Cesare Malvasia
2015-08-26
This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it.
This work was reproduced from the original
artifact, and remains as true to the original work
as possible. Therefore, you will see the original
copyright references, library stamps (as most of
these works have been housed in our most
important libraries around the world), and other
notations in the work. This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and
possibly other nations. Within the United States,
you may freely copy and distribute this work, as
no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. As a
reproduction of a historical artifact, this work
may contain missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe,
and we concur, that this work is important
enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.
An Etymological Dictionary of the Romance
Languages - Friedrich Diez 1864
How to Build Self-Discipline - Martin Meadows
2015-06-05
How to Develop Self-Discipline, Resist
Temptations and Reach Your Long-Terms Goals
If you want to make positive changes in your life
and achieve your long-term goals, I can’t think of
a better way to do it than to learn how to
become more self-disciplined. Science has
figured out a lot of interesting aspects of self4/8
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discipline and willpower, but most of this
knowledge is buried deep inside long and boring
scientific papers. If you’d like to benefit from
these studies without actually reading them, this
book is for you. I’ve done the job for you and
researched the most useful and viable scientific
findings that will help you improve your selfdiscipline. Here are just a couple things you will
learn from the book: - what a bank robber with
lemon juice on his face can teach you about selfcontrol. The story will make you laugh out loud,
but its implications will make you think twice
about your ability to control your urges. - how
$50 chocolate bars can motivate you to keep
going when faced with an overwhelming
temptation to give in. - why President Obama
wears only gray and blue suits and what it has to
do with self-control (it’s also a possible reason
why the poor stay poor). - why the popular way
of visualization can actually prevent you from
reaching your goals and destroy your self-control
(and what to do instead). - what dopamine is and
why it’s crucial to understand its role to break
your bad habits and form good ones. - 5 practical
ways to train your self-discipline. Discover some
of the most important techniques to increase
your self-control and become better at resisting
instant gratification. - why the status quo bias
will threaten your goals and what to do to
reduce its effect on your resolutions. - why
extreme diets help people achieve long-term
results, and how to apply these findings in your
own life. - why and when indulging yourself can
actually help you build your self-discipline. Yes,
you can stuff yourself (from time to time) and
still lose weight. Instead of sharing with you the
detailed "why" (with confusing and boring
descriptions of studies), I will share with you the
"how" – advice that will change your life if you
decide to follow it. You too can master the art of
self-discipline and learn how to resist
temptations. Your long term goals are worth it.
Scroll up and buy the book now. As a gift for
buying my book, you'll get my another book,
"Grit: How to Keep Going When You Want to
Give Up." Keywords: Develop self discipline,
willpower and self discipline, self-discipline, self
control books, stress, reach your goals, selfcontrol, achieve your goals, instant gratification,
long term goals, goal setting success, goal
setting books, how to reach your goals, how to
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achieve your goals, persistence, how not to give
up, stick to a diet, stay motivated, build habits,
delayed gratification, personal development
The Languages of Urban Africa - Fiona Mc
Laughlin 2009-06-06
The Languages of Urban Africa consists of a
series of case studies that address four main
themes. The first is the history of African urban
languages. The second set focus on theoretical
issues in the study of African urban languages,
exploring the outcomes of intense
multilingualism and also the ways in which
urban dwellers form their speech communities.
The volume then moves on to explore the
relationship between language and identity in
the urban setting. The final two case studies in
the volume address the evolution of urban
languages in Africa. This rich set of chapters
examine languages and speech communities in
ten geographically diverse African urban
centres, covering almost all regions of the
continent. Half involve Francophone cities, the
other half, Anglophone. This exciting volume
shows us what the study of urban African
languages can tell us about language and about
African societies in general. It is essential
reading for upper level undergraduates,
postgraduates and researchers in
sociolinguistics, especially those interested in
the language of Africa.
A Phonetic Dictionary of the English
Language - Hermann Michaelis 2003
This volume is a comprehensive collection of
critical essays on The Taming of the Shrew, and
includes extensive discussions of the play's
various printed versions and its theatrical
productions. Aspinall has included only those
essays that offer the most influential and
controversial arguments surrounding the play.
The issues discussed include gender, authority,
female autonomy and unruliness, courtship and
marriage, language and speech, and
performance and theatricality.
Science Citation Index - 1992
Vols. for 1964- have guides and journal lists.
Yearbook of International Organizations Union of International Associations Staff
1991-09
The Boy Who Met Jesus - Immaculee Ilibagiza
2012-11-28
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It's the greatest story never told: that of a boy
who met Jesus and dared to ask Him all the
questions that have consumed mankind since the
dawn of time. His name was Segatashya. He was
a shepherd born into a penniless and illiterate
pagan family in the most remote region of
Rwanda. He never attended school, never saw a
bible, and never set foot in a church. Then one
summer day in 1982 while the 15-year-old was
resting beneath a shade tree, Jesus Christ paid
him a visit. Jesus asked the startled young man if
he'd be willing to go on a mission to remind
mankind how to live a life that leads to heaven.
Segatashya accepted the assignment on one
condition: that Jesus answer all his questionsand all the questions of those he met on his
travels-about faith, religion, the purpose of life,
and the nature of heaven and hell. Jesus agreed
to the boy's terms, and Segatashya set off on
what would become one of the most miraculous
journeys in modern history. Although he was
often accused of being a charlatan and beaten as
a result, Segatashya's innocent heart and
powerful spiritual wisdom quickly won over even
the most cynical of critics. Soon, this teenage
boy who had never learned to read or write was
discussing theology with leading biblical
scholars and advising pastors and priests of all
denominations. He became so famous in Rwanda
that the Catholic Church investigated his story.
The doctors and psychiatrists who examined
Segatashya all agreed that they were witnessing
a miracle. His words and simple truths
converted thousands of hearts and souls
wherever he went. Before his death during the
1994 Rwandan genocide, Segatashya continued
his travels and conversations with Jesus for eight
years, asking Him what we all want to know: ·
Why were we created? · Why must we suffer? ·
Why do bad things happen to good people? ·
When will the world end? · Is there life after
death? · How do we get to Heaven? The answers
to these and many other momentous, lifechanging questions are revealed in this riveting
book, which is the first full account of
Segatashya's remarkable life story. Written with
grace, passion, and loving humor by Immaculée
Ilibagiza, Segatashya's close friend and a
survivor of the Rwandan holocaust herself, this
truly inspirational work is certain to move you in
profound ways. No matter what your faith or
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religious beliefs, Segatashya's words will bring
you comfort and joy, and prepare your heart for
this life . . . and for life everlasting.
A Summer Evening's Dream - Edward Bellamy
2020-03-16
"A Summer Evening's Dream" by Edward
Bellamy. Published by Good Press. Good Press
publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known
classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be
read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our
goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly
and accessible to everyone in a high-quality
digital format.
Urban Contact Dialects and Language
Change - Taylor & Francis Group 2022-03-04
This volume provides a systematic comparative
treatment of urban contact dialects in the global
North and South, examining the emergence and
development of these dialects in major cities in
sub-Saharan Africa and North-Western Europe.
The book's focus on contemporary urban
settings sheds light on the new language
practices and mixed ways of speaking formed
due to large-scale migration and the resulting
intense contact that occurs between new and
existing languages and dialects in these
contexts. In comparing these new patterns of
language variation and change between cities in
both Africa and Europe, the volume allows for
the unique opportunity to examine
commonalities in linguistic phenomena, but also
nuanced sociolinguistic differences in societally
multilingual settings and those dominated by a
strong monolingual habitus. These comparisons
are reinforced by a consistent chapter structure,
with each chapter presenting the linguistic and
social context of the region, information on
available data (including corpora),
sociolinguistic and structural findings, a
discussion of the status of the urban contact
dialect, and its stability over time. The
discussion in the book is further enriched by
short commentaries from researchers
contributing different theoretical and
geographical perspectives. Taken as a whole, the
book offers new insights into migration-based
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linguistic diversity and patterns of language
variation and change, making this ideal reading
for students and scholars in general linguistics
and language structure, sociolinguistics, creole
studies, diachronic linguistics, language
acquisition, anthropological linguistics, language
education, and discourse analysis.
Mulheres de Ditadores - DIANE DUCRET
2012-02-28
Chamavam-se Inessa, Clara, Nadia, Magda,
Felismina, Jiang Qing, Elena, Catherine... E eles
Lenine, Mussolini, Estaline, Hitler, Salazar, Mao,
Ceausescu, Bokassa. Prostitutas ou mulheres da
alta burguesia intelectual, paixões fugazes ou
amores intensos, eles maltratavam ou adoravamnas, mas, sistematicamente, voltavam para os
seus braços. Esposas, companheiras, musas,
admiradoras, todas têm em comum o facto de
terem sido vencedoras, enganadas e
sacrificadas. Aos seus homens cruéis, violentos,
tiranos e infiéis, faziam crer que eram belos,
charmosos e todo-poderosos. Sendo a virilidade
um dos alicerces do poder absoluto, os ditadores
sentiam a necessidade de juntar figuras
femininas ao imaginário de poder e domínio que
criaram. E assim controlando-os na sombra, por
vezes, até à morte, como se vivessem sob a égide
de um Pigmaleão. Diane Ducret relata em
detalhe os momentos, as estratégias de sedução,
os casos amorosos, as intervenções políticas e os
destinos diversos, ocasionalmente trágicos, das
mulheres que cruzaram o caminho ou passaram
pelo leito dos ditadores.
The Romanic Review - 1919
The Resistible Rise of Arturo Ui - Bertolt
Brecht 2016-11-17
This Student Edition of Brecht's classic satire on
the rise of Hitler features an extensive
introduction and commentary that includes a
plot summary, discussion of the context, themes,
characters, style and language as well as
questions for further study and notes on words
and phrases in the text. It is the perfect edition
for students of theatre and literature. Described
by Brecht as 'a gangster play that would recall
certain events familiar to us all', Arturo Ui is a
witty and savage satire of the rise of Hitler -recast by Brecht into a small-time Chicago
gangster's takeover of the city's greengrocery
trade. Using a wide range of parody and
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pastiche - from Al Capone to Shakespeare's
Richard III and Goethe's Faust - Brecht's
compelling parable continues to have relevance
wherever totalitarianism appears today. Written
during the Second World War in 1941, the play
was one of the Berliner Ensemble's most
outstanding box-office successes in 1959, and
has continued to attract a succession of major
actors, including Leonard Rossiter, Christopher
Plummer, Antony Sher and Al Pacino.
The American Phonetic Dictionary of the English
Language - Daniel S. Smalley 1855
The Vidas of The Troubadours - Margarita
Egan 2019-03-11
Published in 1984: These texts which have been
little studied for their literary qualities represent
a vital link between the didactic tradition of the
Middle Ages and the fictional short stories of the
Renaissance, such as the thirteenth-century
collection of tales known as the Novellino, and
later, Boccaccio's Decameron.
The Culture of Print - Roger Chartier
2014-07-14
The leading historians who are the authors of
this work offer a highly original account of one
of the most important transformations in
Western culture: the change brought about by
the discovery and development of printing in
Europe. Focusing primarily on printed matter
other than books, The Culture of Print
emphasizes the specific and local contexts in
which printed materials, such as broadsheets,
flysheets, and posters, were used in modern
Europe. The authors show that festive, ritual,
cultic, civic, and pedagogic uses of print were
social activities that involved deciphering texts
in a collective way, with those who knew how to
read leading those who did not. Only gradually
did these collective forms of appropriation give
way to a practice of reading--privately, silently,
using the eyes alone--that has become common
today. This wide-ranging work opens up new
historical and methodological perspectives and
will become a focal point of debate for historians
and sociologists interested in the cultural
transformations that accompanied the rise of
modern societies. Originally published in 1989.
The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest
print-on-demand technology to again make
available previously out-of-print books from the
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distinguished backlist of Princeton University
Press. These editions preserve the original texts
of these important books while presenting them
in durable paperback and hardcover editions.
The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to
vastly increase access to the rich scholarly
heritage found in the thousands of books
published by Princeton University Press since its
founding in 1905.
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Men in My Situation - Per Petterson 2022-02-01
101 Dalmatians - Disney Books 2014-12-09
Read along with Disney! There are more than
101 things to love about Disney's 101
Dalmatians! Fall in love with Pongo, Perdita, and
their adorable puppies in this film retelling.
Alderdene - Norris Paul 1890
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